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From Wragg’s to Riches—the transformed organ

St Ann’s Well Road Congregational Church

Discussions began in the 1960s
about a possible merger with
another city centre church, St
Andrew’s Presbyterian Church.
In 1972 both Castle Gate and
St Andrew’s joined the new
United Reformed Church denomination. The formation of
the URC gave the merger discussions new impetus, and in
1975 the two churches joined
to form St Andrew’s-withCastle Gate United Reformed
Church.

St Ann’s Well Road Congregational Church, on the corner of St
Ann’s Well Road and Alfred
Street in Nottingham, was established in 1870. It had a seating capacity of 500 people. The church
installed a fine E Wragg & Sons
pipe organ, built in Nottingham in
1905.
The church gained a reputation for
its drama group, the Stanwell
Players, formed in July 1946.
Their first production was Little
Ladyship in January 1947. Profits
were donated to charitable causes,
initially the London Missionary
Society.
The church closed in 1970 due to
the redevelopment of the St Ann’s
area - just 100 years after it
opened. The congregation merged
with Castle Gate Congregational
Church, which was a much larger
building with a bigger pipe organ.
The St Ann’s Well Road organ became redundant and the church
was subsequently demolished
soon after the organ was removed.

The Wragg Organ in St Ann’s Well Road
January 1971
Immediately prior to removal to Australia
Photo: Dudley Bastian
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The new church was based at St Andrew’s on Goldsmith Street, Nottingham. St Andrews Church contains a
28 stop two-manual and pedal J W
Walker Organ, rebuilt from an older
organ in 1936. Solid state switching
was installed in 1982.
Rev. R.K. Ross and the Deacons of St Ann's Well
Road Congregational Church in 1954.
The Wragg organ is seen in the background.

The J W Walker organ in St Andrew’s Church
Goldsmith Street, Nottingham, UK

This story is about the organ which
was removed from St Ann’s Well Road
Congregational Church. Dudley Bastian takes up the story at this point.
I think we would call this a typical
small British organ of the late Victorian/Edwardian period. Many of this
type are still found today scattered
throughout the UK, serving in country
villages and towns.
Mr. Ernest Wragg's signature is written in pencil deep inside the swell
wind chest with the date 1905. You
need a torch to see it. The organ was
rescued from St. Ann’s Well Road
Congregational Church . It was a
substantial building similar in size to
Trinity Church, Perth. St Ann’s church
opened in 1870 and closed in 1970
due to redevelopment of the area. I
bought the organ for £150 from Henry Groves & Son, successors to Wragg
& Sons, on 28th December 1970
shortly before it was due to be bulldozed in with the building.

It was normal at that time for the
Swell department to be softer than
the Great. The oboe on the swell was
almost universal. The Great division
was dominated by a wide scale Diapason 8' stop, which produced a lower
manual with great carrying power,
and able to pull along a large mass of
Welsh coal miners, when enhanced by
the Principal 4' and the 15th stops.
On a small organ the pedal Bourdon
16' was the only possible stop able to
give a bass to the whole organ, and it
was made well adjusted so that it
would serve either with the soft stops
or the loud ones.
As Wragg's stop scheme was lowpitched (nothing above 4') I changed
the Great to brighten the ensemble,
by exchanging the Great 8' Dulciana
for a 2' Fifteenth rank of pipes bought
new from a Leeds pipe maker. The
Diapasons at 8 4 and 2 now make a
bright, strong sound. The dull sounding Oboe I replaced with a 2nd hand
Oboe of spotted metal, making a
more rich and stronger tone.
Unfortunately I had to leave most of
the organ's case behind, as it was
heavy and too high to fit under the
10'6" ceiling of our music studio back
home in Perth, WA. My intention was
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to have a new one made but I didn't
get around to it, and organ students
liked to look inside and learn about
the internal workings.
Ernest Wragg had his organ building
works in Nottingham where he lived.
Nottingham is about 200k north of
London. Beverley and I with Dudley
(jnr) and baby Marie drove up from
our flat in London to Nottingham to
inspect, buy and start on the removal
of the organ. When I blew the fuses
the deserted building became cold
and dark. We stayed for three days,
sleeping overnight in the building with
camp gear, so an early start could be
made each morning.
Bev and I
worked throughout the daylight hours
to get a Ford van filled with pieces.
Arriving, tired and dirty, at Footscray
about 1.30am and entering via the
back door (shared
with a butcher's shop
below our flat), we
were pounced on by
the Kent Police who
were looking for a local gang who stole
meat from Butcher's
shops. After standing
still , surrounded by
torch lights, police and dogs searching
our two- storey flat, we were able to
convince them that we were removing
an organ from Nottingham which also
sounded suspicious. Nerve wracking
at the time, we
later
thought
this was hilarious.
My Wragg organ has now
had a substantial recondition12

ing, and in November 2014 there was
a meeting together for some music
students of mine, their parents, the
organ team from WA Pipe Organs and
church friends to celebrate the completion of the organ with renewed
parts made by Graham Devenish: remaking of worn valves and pedal
mechanism, outer case completely rebuilt and French-polished, and a swell
box added, plus voicing adjustments
throughout the whole range.
The result is that the organ sounds
brighter, well blended yet bolder. As
for its appearance, the change from
what it was for 45 years at Highgate
( Perth) is stunning.
Way back in 1970 I had to make a decision how much to send to Fremantle
by container vessel. With our Hillman
Minx (and tiny roof rack) and a Ford
van stuffed full it was necessary to
leave behind some large items including the casework and things not essential to the remaking of the organ
when we returned to WA.
It was sad to abandon those parts
which were to be bulldozed in with
the empty shell of the church, a few
weeks later. My intention was to get
these made up anew but when we returned, other matters took over, and I
just had to engage in a slow saving of
funds. It is now 45 years on and at
last I have "lashed out" and got it
done.
I am looking forward to the 14th
March when the "Wraggs to riches"
organ will be open for all to try it, and
to enjoy its new lively sounds. Please
contact Carine Leeflang for details.
Dudley Bastian

Transformation of an organ
The photos on the left side of the page show how
the organ appeared in March 2009 when OSWA
last visited Dudley’s home for an organ crawl.
The photos on the right show the organ today in
its new case and greatly enhanced tonal structure.
Photos: (Left) Bruce Duncan (Right) John van den Berg
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E Wragg and Son of Nottingham
Colin E Pykett of Nottingham compiled a history of the Wragg organ
building era, and it begins with a quotation from Grenville Jennings:
“…a house gone here, a railway
bridge no longer there, tree-lined
roads unrecognisable…how we take
things for granted … the present slips
into the past almost unnoticed….”
Colin Pykett has given generous permission for his article to be reproduced
in In The Pipeline. The original is on
his website (www.pykett.org.uk).
Wragg, the former Nottingham organ
builder, was described a few years ago
as “…a man whose [pneumatic] actions (ubiquitous throughout Nottinghamshire) must be the most sluggish in
repetition ever made”. The hyperbole
is of course unhelpful and it only amplifies the unfairness of this
remark, so it is appropriate to
level the playing field a little.
In doing this, the quotation at
the head of this article is apposite in two ways: firstly it
appeared in a preface to a collection of old picture postcards of the area of Nottingham in which Wragg lived
and worked for many years
until his death in the 1960s,
and some of the churches
which contained his organs
are pictured therein. Secondly it reminds us how important it is to ease the task of
future historians by remembering that tomorrow's history is largely based on that
mass of today's often humdrum information which is so
seldom recorded.
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Should anyone wish to undertake a history of the organs of Nottingham and
its surroundings during the 20th century, they will have to devote a substantial part of it to the doings of E Wragg
& Son whether they like it or not. In
that event, hopefully this short article
might prove useful.
The firm was founded by Ernest
Wragg in the 1890s after he had completed an apprenticeship with C S
Lloyd, also of Nottingham. Interestingly, one of Lloyd’s employees
around that time was the young John
Compton. In due course Ernest took
his son into the firm. He was J E Fenton Wragg, who continued working until his death in 1969 when the firm’s
interests were acquired by Henry
Groves. It is quite true that the

Detail of pipework
Dudley Bastian’s home organ
Photo: Bruce Duncan

Wraggs’ work was ubiquitous throughout the area to the extent that much of
it still survives, indeed by the mid-20th
century it was never a surprise to find
that a church in the area had an organ
by Wragg. One supposes that this
could make life rather dull for a local
organ adviser however, both then and
now. But there are usually good reasons in life generally why people overwhelmingly prefer the products of one
firm in preference to others, so let us
examine the situation a little further.
Given that the particular instrument at
Epperstone which gave rise to the utterance quoted above was not removed
until 1998, some thirty years after the
firm ceased trading and many more
since the organ was first installed, an
alternative reading of events might
conclude that its work was in fact pretty sturdy and reliable. It was also excellent value for money, a not inconsiderable matter for cash-strapped
churches. I can attest to this having
seen some examples of the tenders
submitted by Wragg for work in competition with other builders. One concerns the organ at All Hallows, Lady
Bay in the early ‘60s, where they had
built a two manual tubular pneumatic
instrument. This was certainly not one
of the “most sluggish in repetition ever
made”, at least when I was organist
and choir trainer there in the early
1960s. The key and combination actions were prompt and reliable and the
biggest, if trivial, disadvantage was the
rather noisy pneumatic slider mechanisms in the small church. (For what it
is worth, my prize for the slowest
pneumatic action at that time has to go
to the Lewis at St Luke’s, Battersea).
The work tendered for at Lady Bay
was in process of being duly considered when a more urgent intervention
was required - someone had inconveniently left an open bag of cement under

the air intake to the blower, damaging
much of the action at a stroke. I well
remember my state of panic having
just arrived for a choir practice! The
remedial work was carried out by
Wragg.
Fenton Wragg was living in the Nottingham suburb of Carlton at the time
of his death. The firm’s premises were
not far away and were perched above
what was then a railway cutting below
the B686 (then it was the A612) leading out of Nottingham towards Southwell, at its junction with Porchester
Road. The building looked as though
it had been either an unusually ostentatious signal box or an unusually unassuming Nonconformist chapel because
of its wood construction and Gothic
design. By the time this note was first
written (2003) both railway and building had long vanished. Some Wragg
organs were of moderate size and with
some notable features, such as the
three manual electro-pneumatic instrument installed at St Paul’s church in
Carlton-in-the-Willows in 1937 which,
among other things, contained a substantial amount of 18th century pipework. In 1998 BIOS (The British Institute of Organ Studies) examined this
instrument at my suggestion, finding it
worthy of retention because of the distinction of its ensemble and certain of
its ranks. Their report also noted that
the organ was still in complete working order some 60 years after its installation. Independent information in my
possession shows that, although it was
overhauled in the early 1960s (by
Wragg), no major work had been done
on it at the time of that report. This
could be deduced because of the presence of the original cotton-covered
wiring and many original components.
The organ still survives - it was in regular use in 2006 and may well still be
so. All this scarcely chimes with the
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impression that a naïve reader might
gain from the remarks. It confirms
again the durability and quality of
Wragg's work.
Fenton Wragg also tended the four
manual Nottingham Behemoths at St
Mary’s church and the Albert Hall,
both of which were important in the
musical life of the city then as now.
The former was a Romantic Walker,
tonally glorious but in terminal mechanical decline and it was removed in
the late ‘60s. However some idea of
its magnificence can still be obtained
from its smaller relative at another St
Mary’s, at Portsea in Hampshire,
which hopefully will be restored in due
course. The organ at the Albert Hall
was the recently resurrected Binns.
The then titulaires at these consoles,
respectively Russell Missin and Fred
Garnett, were scarcely likely to have
welcomed an organ builder with the
reputation implied by the above quotation because both organs had pneumatic actions. From them I learned at first
hand the value of the work that Wragg
actually did to keep these ailing instruments in speaking condition. At St
Mary’s he had also re-modelled the
choir organ, and
his work at the
Albert Hall was
independently
acknowledged
recently by its
curator, David
Butterworth. He
was also retained by the
important city
centre church of
St Peter, where
he had done major work in the
1950s.
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Fenton Wragg’s temperament had both
irascible and flamboyant elements.
The firm’s massive accumulation of
work in the area kept him very busy,
but he was always content to let you
look over his shoulder provided you
did not get in his way, and from such a
man one can learn a lot. Before the
second world war the Wraggs were inventive and flexible in their approach
to organ building, having designed and
made much of their own electrical
equipment such as reverser actions. As
far as I am aware no account of the
firm has been compiled. If there is a
budding historiographer out there who
is looking for a project, perhaps this is
a suggestion that might fill the gap
while there is still sufficient of its work
remaining to flesh it out. The Wraggs
were probably the major force in remodelling the organ landscape of Nottinghamshire and environs during the
last century, and this fact alone calls
for a dispassionate rather than a dismissive study.
Copyright © C E Pykett 2003-2010

The Transformed Wragg Organ at Dudley Bastian’s home
Photos by John van den Berg and Bruce Duncan
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The Organ Builder’s Perspective
Dudley Bastian approached Pipe Organs W.A. with a view to creating a
new case for his Wragg organ about
the middle of 2014. A number of other
improvements were sought by him as
well and ultimately, a schedule of work
was created which can be summarised
in four main areas:


Case work,



New swell box



Pneumatic action



Voicing

Tomasz Nowak set about designing a
new case based upon a small snapshot
black and white photo of the organ before it was dismantled in England.
The “corbels” supporting the two 5
pipe towers were created from “pie”
shaped pieces and smoothed to a

rounded shape by hand, finally, sanding, staining and lacquering them.
New Mahogany timber was used for
all components of the case and manufactured over a two month period before being installed in Dudley’s home.
We reinforced the floor bearers to carry the extra weight with safety. Justina
Davis stripped the display pipes and
together with my assistance sprayed
them a silver satin colour then hand
painted decorative rings to the tops of
the pipes and painted the mouths.
This work also involved repairs to the
metal of the pipes, many of which had
suffered dents to the zinc bodies. All

30 Bourdon pipes were stripped back
to bare wood and sanded progressively
from 40 grit to a fine 240 grit. They
were stained and lacquered, then sanded to 400 grit and lacquered again.
This has resulted in a vibrant finish
through which can be seen the natural
timber grain. They form the side wall
to the organ.
A new swell box was designed for the
instrument including reclaimed shutters (from the old St Georges Cathedral
organ Choir box.) Because the pedal
board allowed no room for the swell
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pedal to be centrally located, it was
placed to the players far right.
The Pneumatic action to the Pedal
Bourdon 16’ pipes was made new replacing the old mechanism at the rear

of the organ, The new “touch” box is
now immediately in front of the pedal
keys and conventional squares operate
the double valve mechanism for the
Bourdon action tubes and provide the
pull downs for the manual to pedal
couplers.
The coupler system was made new to
align the original pedal board dimensions of the coupler backfalls
(designed for the narrow non-radiating
flat pedalboard) with the “new” concave radiating pedal board which Dudley had installed in the 1970s. New
mechanisms were also made for the
display pipes and the conveyance action tubes.

match the open pipes of this rank..
Further work was done on the metal
open pipes in the swell and all ranks
were checked for tonal and volume
discrepancies. Repair work was carried out on various
pipes included many
Oboe resonators.
The organ now possesses a greater array of tonal colours and the
combination of various
ranks provides a palette
of useful sounds capable of supporting a
wide repertoire of
styles. The balance between ranks allows for
the individual pipe colours to be heard when
in combination with
other ranks and the organ is greatly improved
in terms of tonal cohesiveness.
Our team at Pipe Organs W.A. thank
Dudley for this opportunity to improve
the sound and appearance of this lovely instrument.
Graham Devenish, Director
Pipe Organs W.A. Pty Ltd.
Photos: John van den Berg and Bruce Duncan

Finally, a number of ranks were increased in volume including the Swell
Stopped wood 8’, the bass of which
was barely audible unenclosed and became useless when placed in the new
Swell box. Similarly, the bass of the
Great Clarabel 8’ was increased to
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